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Diary of a Mad Houselife (musings of a self-quarantined TV viewer) 
By Steve Sternberg 

  
As I’m writing this, it’s the 60th day we’ve been self-quarantined in Hoboken New Jersey.  I’m in my 
apartment with my wife, my son who turns 21 this week, and my 80+ year-old mother-in-law.  We had 

been planning a celebration for my son’s big birthday, which we will eventually get to.  My wife’s mom 
was originally visiting from Philadelphia for Passover in early April but we decided it was better to 

have her stay with us during the pandemic than for her to be alone in another state. 
 
I’ve been working from home for a few years now, so while the isolation has been annoying – I enjoyed 

going out for my morning walk and breakfast – it’s nothing I can’t easily put up with.  But my wife had 
to get used to working and teleconferencing from home, and my son is finishing his college courses 

and an internship remotely.  We are more fortunate than many others – we have enough space so 
we can each work in separate rooms and can spend much of the day without even seeing one another.  
We already had a mini office set up.  And we can afford to get food delivered from our supermarket, 

and order in a few nights a week to support local restaurants.  We are relatively safe in our little 
bubble, and have ventured out of our apartment only sparingly (and with masks on).   
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I’m still writing The Sternberg Report – although my June advertiser pulled out (so if anyone wants to 
reach thousands of media decision makers just contact me at steve@thesternbergreport.com for a 

great deal for June, as well as Q3 and Q4). 
 
Here are some of my TV/video observations during my two months at home. 

 

• Local news tops cable news for real pandemic information that I need.  While cable news 

provides an endless flow of news about the pandemic, much of it has a specific political bent, 
and just becomes depressing after a while.  Watching governors Cuomo (NY) and Murphy 

(NJ) has been surprisingly un-political, and provides me with the information I need to know.  
The same holds true for the daily governor/mayor pressers in most states. 

 

• I want my sports.  Back in February (it now seems so long ago), I was looking forward to the 
NCAA Basketball Tournament (canceled), the end of the regular NBA season and what 

promised to be competitive and exciting playoffs, the start of the baseball season (and getting 
ready to enjoy pitchers throwing at the cheating Houston Astros players), as well as the 
upcoming Summer Olympics (now postponed until 2021).   

 
At this writing, they are trying to figure out how to safely resume the NBA season and 
potentially have a shortened baseball season (starting in July).  Both sports would presumably 

resume with no fans in the stadiums.  NFL Football, which doesn’t start until September, is 
currently planning to have a normal season, but that can easily change depending on the 
COVID-19 situation.  NASCAR is resuming, and we are starting to see some international 

soccer games (without fans in the stadiums). 
 

The other day I found myself watching a replay of Wrestlemania III from 1987 (when Hulk 

Hogan faced off with Andre the Giant).  It was the first “sporting” event I remember purchasing 
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on pay-per-view.  This Saturday, my son was very happy, as he woke up early to watch soccer 
(which had just resumed in Germany).  This had been one of his pre-pandemic routines. 

 

• There are no 24-hour news networks.  I recently saw a CNN reporter bashing Fox News for 

spending so much time talking about the Michael Flynn case and saying it was “preposterous 
to think that new revelations about the Russia probe are a bigger story than the deaths of 
1,000 to 2,000 Americans a day during the pandemic.”  While this is undoubtedly true, I started 

to wonder why ample time can’t be spent on both.  After all, aren’t cable news networks on air 
for 24 hours a day (with original content for at least 16 hours a day)? 

 
• The answer, of course, is that there is no real 24-hour news.  There are just 

consecutive but separate 1-hour newscasts that simply cover the same topics 
over and over again.  This is a structural flaw that is designed to cover only a few 

topics (cheaper than covering a world of real news), and also seems designed to limit 
viewership.  If there was a real 24-hour news network, I’d probably watch more than an 

hour or so of it during the day.  
 

• Time and again, I see a question asked to an “expert” on one of the cable news 

networks, and the answer seems definitive and accepted by the host.  Then in the next 
hour, a different host will ask a different “expert” (sometimes the same expert) the same 

question, seemingly oblivious to the fact that the previous segment just provided the 
answer.  I’ve also seen a number of interesting panel discussions abruptly ended by 
the host, who says they’re running out of time and need to get to a new topic.  Why is 

a 24-hour news network running out of time?  The next host invariably covers almost 
the exact same thing (unless there happens to be some real breaking news at that 

moment). 
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• While I wouldn’t expect Fox News or MSNBC to change anything, since they are 
not really news networks to begin with, but are rather advocacy companies for opposite 

sides.  But CNN can become a real 24-hour news network if it chose to.  CNN has been 
teetering closer and closer to becoming another MSNBC, but they are still far enough 

away to regain their footing (although that is not likely to happen until President Trump 
is no longer in office). 

 

• If you’re looking for original scripted series, Netflix is still the best streaming service.  Not 
only does it have more original content than virtually all the other combined, but its user 

interface is substantially more user friendly.  Every time I go there looking for something new 
to watch, I find things I never heard of but look interesting.  And moving the cursor over the 
picture prompts previews, which I don’t understand why every streaming service doesn’t do. 

 

• Needless to say, we’ve been watching a lot of television other than news.  Since I’ve been 

in the media industry for many years, and now write about it for a living, I subscribe to all the 
major streaming services – so my viewing choices are virtually limitless these days.   

 

My mother-in-law watches a lot of TV during the day, seeming to alternate among cable news, 
ION, TV Land, and The Game Show network.  My son manages to keep himself busy between 

online college courses, his internship, and online gaming communities with his friends (using 
things like Discord, Twitch, and other apps, of which I am not familiar). 

 
Not to give broadcast series short-shift, we have been watching our favorites as their regular 
seasons wound down or were cut short by the pandemic.  We just watched the season finale 

of The Blacklist – the way they produced unfinished scenes with graphic-novel style animation 
was brilliant, and worked to perfection.  We’ve also been watching American Idol (rooting for 
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Just Sam) – and the way they’ve manages to shoot the contestants from home has made for 
great television.  We were happy CBS renewed Evil, but were disappointed that Tommy was 

one of the few it canceled (despite doing well among its core older audience, and almost as 
well as All Rise, which was renewed, among 18-49).  We are also hoping ABC renews 
Stumptown, which, along with CBS’s Evil, is the best new show of the year. 

 
Here are the series my wife and I have been bingeing – usually two – four episodes per night.  

(I grade them on a 6-point scale – great, excellent, good, OK, meh, and ugh.)  Note that we 
didn’t start watching any of the ad-supported series until we had at least three episodes queued 
up on our DVR (take that C3 and C7).  

 
Bosch (season 6) – Amazon Prime Video (great). 

Better Call Saul (season 5) – AMC (great) 
Ozark (season 3) – Netflix (great) 
Star Trek: Picard (season 1) – CBS All Access (good) 

Killing Eve (season 3) – BBCA (excellent) 
Westworld (season 3) – HBO (still can’t decide whether or how much I like it) 

 
And we are about to start watching the new seasons of The Good Fight (CBS All Access), 
Dead to Me (Netflix), The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel (Amazon Prime Video), and The Kominsky 

Method (Netflix), as well as the new miniseries, Defending Jacob (Apple TV+).  We also have 
the entire seasons of Homeland (Showtime) and Prodigal Son (Fox) on DVR, but we haven’t 

been in the mood to watch them yet. 
 
On Saturday nights, we’ve been watching movies or limited series that we can watch together 

– try finding something that two married Baby Boomers, a 20-something man and an 80-
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something woman feel like watching at the same time.  Here’s what we’ve found to watch 
together so far. 

 
 The Irishman – Netflix (great) 
 Dolemite is my Name – Netflix (good) 

 Spenser Confidential – Netflix (good) 
 The Last Thing He Wanted – Netflix (meh) 

 The English Game – Netflix (excellent) 
 The Two Popes – Netflix (good) 
 Self Made – Netflix (excellent) 

 
It doesn’t yet feel like we are running out of stuff to watch yet, and with Peacock and HBO Max 

on the way, our TV viewing should be taken care of for a while. 
 
Stay safe.  As Queen Elizabeth said, “We will meet again.” 

 


